The Municipality of Livorno in collaboration with RETE, the University of Pisa and CNR-IRISS present the International Conference:

May 18th 2023
Museo di Storia Naturale del Mediterraneo Villa Henderson. Via Roma 234, Livorno

**WOMEN IN THE PORT AND MARITIME SECTOR, WHY NOT?**

8.45 Welcome coffee and registration of conference participant

9.15 Welcoming Speech
Luca Salvetti, Mayor City of Livorno
Luciano Guerrieri, President of the North Tirrenian sea port System Authority

9.45 Opening session speech
Barbara Bonciani, City Councillour for port and port-city integration Municipality of Livorno

10.15 The role of women in shipping
Olimpia Ferrara, Chair Maritime Office, SRM

10.45 Round table session

10.45 Women in Maritime: fact and challenges
Speakers: Mariachiara Sormani (Confitarma - Secretary of the Technical Group “Education and human capital”), Camilla Battisti (Assarmatori - National, EU and International Public Affairs), Greta Tellarini, Professor of Navigation Law, University of Bologna, Serena Melani, Merchant Master Mariner Captain, Andrea Appetecchia (Isfort)

Moderator: Lucia Nappi journalist Corriere Marittimo

11.45 Women in ports: fact and challenges
Alessandro Ferrari (Assiterminal General Director), Rodolfo Giampieri (President of Assoporti), Giorgia D’Errico (National Secretariat Filt-Cgil), Enzo Rauegi (Ancip), Francesco Palmino Mariani (CEO Terminal Ttp Trieste and President of labor port Agency Trieste), Federica Catani Director National school of Logistic and Transport

Moderator:
Simona Coppola, Maritime Lawyer

1.00 pm Light lunch

2.00 pm The role of women in the port and maritime community: How to close the gender gap
Speakers:
Zeno d’Agostino (President of ESPO), Lamia Kerdjoudj (Secretary General Feport), Nicolette Van der Jagt Director General Clecat, Teofila Martinez (President of RETE), Berardina Tommasi (ETF)

Moderator:
Morena Pivetti Freelance journalist
3.00 pm (Re)designing the city for women: city exchanges of experiences
Carola Hein, TU Delft and RETE, Maddalena Rossi, Department of Architecture and Master
Gender City, University of Florence, Fulvia Pinto, Department of Architecture and Urban Studies,
Politecnico di Milano, Mina Akhavan, TU Delft, Florencia Andreola, Founders Sex and the cities
Association, Giuseppe Grezzi, Councillor for Mobility and Deputy Mayor Valencia
(video conference), Gabriella Esposito, Institute for Research on Innovation and Services for
Development, National Research Council

Chair:
Massimo Clemente, Institute for Research on Innovation and Services for Development, National
Research Council and RETE

Moderator:
Eleonora Giovene di Girasole, Institute for Research on Innovation and Services for Develop-
ment, National Research Council and RETE

Conclusion
Barbara Bonciani City Councillour for port and port-city integration Municipality of Livorno